Pathfinding algorithm addresses the problem of finding the shortest path from source to destination and avoiding obstacles. One of the greatest challenges in the design of realistic Artificial Intelligence (AI) in computer games is agent movement. Pathfinding strategies are usually employed as the core of any AI movement system. In this work, A* search algorithm is used to find the shortest path between the source and destination on image that represents a map or a maze. Finding a path through a maze is a basic computer science problem that can take many forms. The A* algorithm is widely used in pathfinding and graph traversal. Different map and maze images are used to test the system performance (100 images for each map and maze). The system overall performance is acceptable and able to find the shortest path between two points on the images. More than 85% images can find the shortest path between the selected two points.
Introduction
Pathfinding in computer games has become an investigated area for many years. It is just about the most popular but very difficult game Artificial Intelligence (AI) problem in game industry. The problem of pathfinding in commercial computer games has to be solved in real-time, usually under demands of limited memory and CPU resources [1] .
The computational work is supposed to find a path by using a search algorithm. For this reason, pathfinding on large maps is capable of doing significant performance bottlenecks. Pathfinding could be used to give answers to the question "How do I get from source to destination?". In most cases, the path from source (current point) to the destination (next point) could possibly include several different solutions, but if possible, the solution needs to cover the following goals: 1. The way to get from source A to destination B. 2. The way to get around obstacles in the way. 3 . The way to find the shortest possible path. 4 . The way to find the path quickly.
Some path finding algorithms solve none of these problems, and some others solve all of these problems. In some cases, no algorithm could solve any of these problems.
An example of finding the shortest path from source to destination is shown in Figure   1 . The shortest path with regards to distance is not always the fastest in time [2] . Different costs will be concerned with moving from source A to destination B rather than moving from source A to destination C. Pathfinding algorithm is concerned with the problem of finding the shortest path from source to destination and preventing obstacles [3] . Several search algorithms including A* search algorithm, Bread-First search algorithm and Depth-First search algorithm, were created to solve the problem of finding the shortest path.
Pathfinding has become a popular and frustrating problem in game industry because the importance of game industry increased. Games such as role-playing games and real-time strategy games usually have characters routed on a mission from their current location to a predetermined or player determined destination [1] . Agent movement is amongst the greatest challenges in the design of realistic AI in computer games. Pathfinding strategies are generally utilized as the core of any AI movement system. The most common challenge of pathfinding in video games is the way to avoid obstacles smartly and look for the most beneficial path over different places. Modern computer game industry is becoming much bigger and more complex every year, both with regards to the map size and the number of units existing in the industry [2] [4]. Pathfinding study comes with importance for different working areas including: logistics, game programming, operation management, system analysis and design, project management, network and production line. The shortest path study developed capability about thinking cause and effect, learning and thinking like human in AI.
Maze is a puzzled technique exactly where the maze will be discovered by the solver with using the most efficient route at the shortest possible time to reach the destination. In fact, the maze is widely known from the labyrinth, as the labyrinth comes with a single through route with twists and turns but without branches, and is not designed to be difficult to understand. In the maze, the pathways and walls are fixed. The majority of the maze solving algorithms is strongly related to graph theory where maze without loops are similar to a tree in graph theory. When the maze has multiple solutions, the solver can find the shortest path from source to destination [5] [6].
Pathfinding Search Algorithms
Pathfinding is the study of figuring out how to get from source to destination. The shortest path problem is amongst the most well studied in the computer science literature. Given a weighted graph, the problem is to look for the minimum total weight path in the graph between pairs of nodes. There are several algorithms developed for variants of the problem. Variants include directed versus undirected edges. A graph is a number of nodes and arcs that connect them, and a labeled graph has one or more description attached with each node that distinguishes the node from any other node in the graph. Graph search is divided into blind search and heuristic search [7] .
Blind search is sometimes called a uniformed search since it has no knowledge about its domain. The only option that a blind search is capable of doing is to distinguish a non-goal state from a goal state. Blind search has no preference as to which state (node) that may be expanded next; while heuristic search is the study of the algorithms and rules of discovery and development. Heuristics is rules of thumb which can solve a given problem, but do not guarantee a solution. Heuristics is knowledge about the domain that can help guide search and reasoning in the domain [7] [8].
Depth-First Search Algorithm
Depth-First search algorithm using Last-In-First-Out stack and are recursive in algorithm. This algorithm goes deeper into the search space at any time when this is possible. It is simple to implement, but major problem with this algorithm is that it requires large computing power for small increase in map size [6] [8].
Depth-Limited Search Algorithm
Depth-Limited search algorithm is a uniformed search and works just like Depth-First search algorithm, but avoids its drawbacks regarding completeness by imposing a maximum limit on the depth of the search. This algorithm will find a solution whenever it is within the depth limit, which guarantees at least completeness on all graphs. This algorithm cannot recover from failures of its strategy.
Breadth-First Search Algorithm

The Flood-Fill Search Algorithm
In Flood-Fill search algorithm a data structure is maintained that acts for the entire known map. This algorithm is very simple, but it requires a huge number of procedural calls that can cause recursion stack to overflow, with no mechanism to determine whether the visited pixels are actually tested before. Let suppose (x, y) is the center pixel, then (x, y) needs to be filled when one or more of its four adjacent horizontal or vertical neighbors are filled. Diagonal pixels are not considered as connected in this scheme [9] .
Challenges in Computer Game Artificial Intelligence
In this section, main problems that occur when developing AI for computer games are briefly described. The list is not including all problems, but is made to give an idea of the problems type that real computer games represent to the AI community. The list of challenging problems in computer game is shown in Table 1 . The conclusion which can be taken through this list of problems is that not only games can benefit from better AI techniques, but AI also can benefit from the challenges that computer games offer [10] .
The Proposed Methodology
Pathfinding requires significant amount of resources especially in movement intensive games. For that reason, an efficient and inexpensive approach is needed. In this work, images from strategy games that represent a map and maze solving images are used. A* is widely used in pathfinding and graph traversal. This algorithm will be used to find the shortest path between two points on the image. The proposed methodology is shown in Figure 2 . Most of the state-of-the-art computer games involve complex strategic (real-time strategy games) or believable behavior (interactive dramas). The two kinds of behaviors share the characteristic of obtaining huge decision spaces.
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Authoring support
Hand crafted behaviors are ultimately software code in a complex programming language, at risk from human errors.
Unanticipated situations
It is certainly not feasible to prepare for all possible situations and player strategies which can came across during game play.
Knowledge engineering
Even assuming that strategies or behaviors are handcrafted, authoring these kinds of behavior sets in a game requires a huge human engineering effort.
5
Replay ability and variability
Player might get bored of seeing the same strategies and behaviors again and again.
Rhetorical objective
It is possible, that human engineered behaviors or strategies do not achieve the game objectives completely.
Image Acquisition
Images from strategy games are used. The map is converted into three main colors (red, green, and blue). There are three elements that can be move on the map (first element can only move on the blue area that represent the water, second element can only move on the green area that represent the ground, and the third element can move anywhere on the map that represent the amphibious). Maze solving also used in this work, white area represents walkable space while black area represents non-walkable space. With the development of computers, maze solving algorithms are becoming automated, but the execution time required solving the maze still scale unfavorably with maze size and complexity. The input images are shown in Figure 3. 
A* Search Algorithm
A* is a generic search algorithm which can be used to find solutions for several problems, pathfinding basically to be one of them. This algorithm brings together feature of uniform-cost search and heuristic search. For pathfinding, A* algorithm again and again examines the most offering unexplored location it has seen. When a location is examined, the A* algorithm is completed when that location is the goal. In any other case, it helps make note of all that location neighbors for additional exploration [7] . A* could possibly be the most popular pathfinding algorithm in game AI. The time complexity of this algorithm is depending on heuristic used [8] .
How A* Works
The game map needs to be well prepared or pre-processed before the A* algorithm can work. The game environment will be handled as a graph [3] . This involves breaking the map into different points or locations, which are usually called nodes. These nodes are used to record the progress of the search. In addition to holding the map location, each node has three other attributes that are fitness, goal, and heuristic commonly known as f, g, and h respectively [8] . The purpose of g, h, and f is to quantify how promising a path is up to the present node. The attributes g, h, and f are described in Table 2 
A* Algorithm
1. Let's P is the source node. 2. Assign g, h, and f values to P. C. For each reachable node from the current node Table 2 . Attributes description. 5. Tracing backwards from the destination node to the source node. That is the path.
Experimental Results
The analysis is done using a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU 2.40 GHz with 12.0 GB RAM. The programming language Visual Basic is utilized to build the application program. Graphical user interface (GUI) is built to make the system easier to use and speed up the user's work. The main interface shows the image (map or maze) and the main buttons that can be used to implement the operations for pathfinding on the selected image. Browse Image button is used to load any image with different format from the hard drive. Generate Map button will convert the image into: 1. Convert the map into three main colors (red, green, and blue) as shown in Figure 4 . 2. Convert the maze into a grid maze as shown in Figure 5 .
A* Find Path button will find the shortest path between source to destination using A* search algorithm. The algorithm shows the ability to find the shortest path between the two points (source and destination) that must be given by the user.
Image compression techniques can be used to minimizing the image size without degrading the quality of the original image to an unacceptable level. The reduction in image size allows more images to be stored in the hard drive and reduce the computational time.
A* search algorithm will find the path between source and destination. Source and destination location must be selected. Then select one of the three elements that can move on the map (amphibious, ground, or water). Maze solving is considering the image as black and white image. There is one element that can only move on the maze white area. According to the information, the algorithm will find the shortest path. Without knowing which element is moving on the map, the system will find the path supposing that the element can move anywhere on the map as shown in Figure 6 . A* search algorithm is directed algorithm which means that it does not blindly search for a path but instead it calculates the best direction to move and then it can backtrack the path. A* will not only find a path between source and destination but it will find the shortest path quickly. Pathfinding is so much powerful because it changes how the game is played. For example, the agents in the game "Red Alert" find the shortest path straight into the player base so that they can destroy him, the agents must be smart enough to look for other path when the bridge in the map is destroyed. The system GUI implementation is shown in Figure 7 . The result of finding the shortest path in game map is shown in Figure 8 . The result of finding the shortest path in maze solving is shown in Figure 9 . 
Conclusion
The basic core of pathfinding algorithm is just a small piece of the puzzle in AI games.
The most concern problem is how to use the algorithm to solve difficult problems. A* algorithm is the most popular algorithm in pathfinding. In this work, A* search algorithm is implemented to find the shortest path between source and destination. The algorithm is tested by using images that represent a map which belongs to strategy games or images that represent a maze. Pathfinding is so important in strategy games and other applications. The map is converted into three main colors; each map has different correspondence to the three colors, while the maze considers the image as black and white. 100 different images for each map and maze are used. After selecting source and destination points, the system will find the shortest path between the selected points.
The system overall performance is acceptable and able to find the shortest path between two points on the image. More than 85% images can find the shortest path between the selected two points. Other search algorithms can be used and each algorithm has different characteristics.
